ADMISSION TO M.TECH PROGRAM UNDER MANAGEMENT QUOTA FOR 
THE YEAR 2019 - 2020

Few M.Tech seats are available in the below mentioned programs:

- STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
- HIGHWAY TECHNOLOGY
- PRODUCT DESIGN & MANUFACTURING
- COMPUTER INTEGRATED & MANUFACTURING
- POWER ELECTRONICS
- VLSI DESIGN & EMBEDEED SYSTEMS
- COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS
- BIO MEDICAL SIGNAL PROCESSING & INSTRUMENTATION
- DIGITAL COMMUNICATION
- RADIO FREQUENCY AND MICROWAVE ENGINEERING
- SOFTWARE ENGINEERING
- INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
- BIOTECHNOLOGY

Eligibility:

- A candidate who has Passed prescribed qualifying examination BE/B.Tech or equivalent and obtained an aggregate minimum of 50% marks taken together in all subjects in all the years is eligible for admission to M.Tech and 45% of marks in case of SC/ST candidates.

- Candidates should have taken PGCET or should have a valid GATE Score/Rank. A separate Entrance Test will be conducted for the candidates who have not qualified/appeared in PGCET/GATE, for admission to the above programs.

For further details you may contact: Phone No.: 080-67178026, M : 9663699299 or send the details of preference to the email ID pgadmissions@rvce.edu.in as per the eligibility norms of Visvesvaraya Technological University (VTU)
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